Abstract-An important property of software repositories is their level of cross-project redundancy. For instance, much has been done to assess how much code cloning happens across software corpora. In this paper we study a much less targeted type of replication: Interface Redundancy (IR). IR refers to the level of repetition of whole method interfaces -return type, method name, and parameters types -across a code corpus. Such type of redundancy is important because if two non-trivial methods ever share the same interface it is very likely that they implement analogous functions, even though their code, structure, or vocabulary might be diverse. A certain level of IR is a requirement for approaches that rely on the recurrence of interfaces to fulfill a given task (e.g., interface-driven code search -IDCS). In this paper we report on an experiment to measure IR in a large-scale Java repository. Our target corpus contains more than 380,000 methods from 99 Java projects extracted randomly from an open source repository. Results are promising as they show that the chances of an interface from a non-trivial method to repeat itself across a large repository is around 25% (i.e., approximately 1 /4 of such interfaces are redundant). Also, more than 80% of the target projects contained IR (with the average percentage of redundant interfaces for these projects being above 30%). As additional analyses we investigated the distribution of the different types of redundant interfaces (e.g., intra-vs inter-project); characterized the redundant interfaces and show that such a knowledge can help improve IDCS; and provided evidence that only a very small part of IR refers to method cloning (around 0.002%).
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that large-scale software repositories contain significant amounts of redundancy [1] [2] [3] . From the viewpoint of software reuse, such a property is important as it is an evidence of how much of the code contained in the repository is intentionally or unintentionally rewritten across projects. Also, if the level of redundancy is high (e.g., per project) it is likely that a particular piece of code that a developer is about to write is already present in a code repository somewhere and could be reused.
One of the most popular types of replication investigated in code corpora is code cloning [4] . Cloning happens when similar or identical code fragments repeat across software projects [5] . Although such a property has received a lot of attention in the past, recently researchers have been looking at other types of replication, such as vocabulary or temporal redundancy. The idea is that sometimes two fragments of code can be similar with respect to other aspects besides text (think about different implementations of sorting algorithms, for instance, which can have the same function but different structure [6] ). Vocabulary redundancy appears when different pieces of code share similar words [6] , while temporal redundancy is concerned with the amount of code commits that are composed of previous commits [7] .
Another type of replication that appears in software repositories and has received less attention is when whole method interfaces -return type, method name, and parameters typesrepeat exactly or similarly across projects (called here Interface Redundancy -IR). This type of repetition is important because if two methods share similar interfaces it is very likely that they implement analogous functions (entirely or at least partially). This might be true even though their code, structure, or vocabulary is diverse. However, to the best of our knowledge to date there are no studies that focus on IR. A study that reveals properties of redundant interfaces can also support better tools that rely on such an information to fulfill their tasks (e.g., interface-driven code search discussed below).
While IR and classical clone detection might be related, they are essentially different, as methods can possess redundant interfaces and at the same time significantly different implementations. For instance, consider the code fragments in Figures 1a and 1b which refer to methods with redundant interfaces from classes FileTransferHandler (project Free Instant Messeger Server 1 ) and MainFrameTransferHandler (project Lilith 2 ), both included in our target repository. While the methods contain redundant interfaces according to our definition, clone detection tools would probably not classify them as clones, because their texts are significantly different. However, it is clear that the functions are similar and it could be useful for the developer of one of the methods to see the other's implementation (for instance, some possibly important A considerable level of IR in code repositories is also an important requirement for recent code reuse and repair approaches. For instance, in interface-driven code search (IDCS) [8] [9] [10] , developers can search for code by using information from the interface of the desired method. IDCS will only be successful if method interfaces repeat across software projects, at least to a certain extent. Automated software repair based on semantic search [11] , on the other hand, works under the assumption that if a project contains a buggy method, other software projects likely implemented a bug-free version of the same or similar method with analogous type signature.
In this paper we report on an experiment to measure IR in a large-scale Java repository. Our target corpus contains more than 380,000 methods extracted from 99 random SourceForge projects. We focus on the universe of reusable methods, that is, non-trivial functions that have a more defined interface -do not return void and contain at least one parameter -, have some implementation (that is, are not abstract) and are public. For these methods, when interfaces are similar, it is more probable that their functions are also analogous. This is opposed to getter, setter, and simple Java API methods, whose interfaces can repeat often but are less likely to be reused from one project to the other for being too simple. To overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem -or synonymy -we apply a simple vocabulary and type expansion to measure IR. Such an approach can help match similar interfaces that nevertheless have different but synonymous terms (e.g., String stripAccents(String) and String cleanAccents(String), actual interfaces found in a Java code repository). To show the impact of the application of such an expansion approach, we also present results for when it is not used.
In particular, we were interested in the overall redundancy of each target interface contained in the repository, but also on how much of the reusable method interfaces inside a given project tended to reappear in other projects. This second measurement can give an idea of how non-trivial methods in a given project could have been reused from other projects instead of being written from scratch, or copied manually. As additional analyses, we also wanted to characterize the redundant and non-redundant interfaces of reusable methods contained in the repository in terms of some attributes. Such results can help improve tools that are directed towards method interfaces (e.g., IDCS) by supporting, for instance, prediction of query performance or automated query refinement approaches. To show evidence that IR is significantly different from classical method clone detection, we also measured how much of IR did not refer to clones.
Our results show that more than 25% of the reusable method interfaces repeat at least once across projects in the repository. This is an important result, as it shows that the level of IR in large code corpora tend to be significantly high. Moreover, more than 80% of the analyzed projects had at least one redundant interface and, on average, around 30% of the target methods of projects with IR possessed redundant interfaces. We also found that IR is much more prevalent inter-project than intra-project, and gathered interesting characteristics from the reusable method interfaces. For instance, we noticed that most methods names in these interfaces are formed by only two terms. A replication of a recent IDCS experiment [9] with a simple heuristic based on such an information can help significantly improve this approach. Finally, we show that only a very small part of IR happens due to cloning: approximately 0.002% of the inter-project-project redundant interface pairs found in our target repository did refer to method clones.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II presents background information about the topics necessary to understand our study, such as IDCS and Sourcerer [12] (the infrastructure used to run our experiment). Section III lays down details about our study, such as the target research questions and used repository. Section IV presents our results and discusses them in the light of our research questions, and Section V examines the limitations of our study. Section VI discusses related work and, finally, Section VII concludes the paper with our main findings.
II. BACKGROUND
Code redundancy has been a popular topic among software engineering researchers lately [1] [2] [3] [4] . Such a property, if proven to be high, is an indication of how much rework has been going on among software developers. In fact, most studies point out that the level of redundancy tends to be significantly high in software corpora [1] [2] [3] [4] .
A different but nevertheless important type of redundancy that has received less attention from researchers is related to method interfaces. In this case we are interested in the extent to which the combination of return type, name, and parameters types of methods repeat across software repositories. As commented earlier, recent code search and repair approaches rely on such a replication to be able to perform well. Next we discuss Interface-Driven Code Search (IDCS), an approach to code search that utilizes interface descriptions to search and reuse source code. IDCS is important in our study because it was used to measure IR in our experiment. We also show that the results of our study can in turn help improve the effectiveness of IDCS (see Section IV).
A. Interface-Driven Code Search
To support sophisticated code search, recently researchers have proposed advanced infrastructure to analyze and index code. One of these efforts is Sourcerer [12] . Given a set of Java projects with available source code, Sourcerer can do the following: (1) automatically collect and store the code in a repository with a standardized directory structure; (2) find and perform an in-depth structural analysis of the available source code (e.g., dependence analyses); and (3) store the code structure information in a centralized database. With this information it is then possible to perform several types of mining tasks within the target repository, including code search.
Sourcerer stores essential structure information of the target source code in a relational database. For example, by running queries in the database, we can tell which packages contain which classes, which classes contain which fields or methods, which methods are called by which methods, and what are the return and parameter types of a given method. Therefore, by using Sourcerer it is possible to perform searches in which information such as the return and parameter types of the desired function are specified in the queries. For instance, a user interested in the implementation of a function to merge a list of strings into a single string can search for a method that, given a list of strings (in Java: List<String>) returns the merged String and contains the term merge in its identifier [9] . We have been calling this type of search Interface-Driven Code Search (IDCS) [8, 9] .
B. Query Refinement
The relative ineffectiveness of information retrieval systems is mainly caused by the inaccuracy with which a query formed by few keywords can model the actual user information need [13] . Another known issue is that, in most collections, the same concept may be referred to with different words. This issue, known as synonymy (or vocabulary mismatch problem), impacts the recall of most retrieval systems [14] . This is also true in the context of code search, because keywords are still required.
Query refinement (QR) methods have been proposed to deal with this problem. In general, QR methods are classified as global or local. Global methods expand query terms independently of the results returned from the original query, so that changes in its wording will cause the new query to match other terms with similar semantics. Local methods, on the other hand, adjust a query relative to the documents that originally appear to match the initial query [14] .
Automatic query expansion (AQE) is a well known global method to overcome synonymy [13] . It augments the user's original query with new features with similar semantics. In order to perform the queries in our experiment to measure IR, we also included a query refinement approach to IDCS that was used before. The approach used in the experiment described in this paper [8] is a global approach that does not require running the query prior to expanding it: the query is first expanded with similar terms, and then executed to find relevant functions. This strategy generally improves performance, as queries are run only once. Another advantage is not requiring additional user input [14] .
The AQE approach used in our experiment can be configured with different thesauri [8] . In this paper, we configured it to be used with WordNet [15] , a lexical database for the English language, and a simple type thesaurus that expands numerical and Java collection types. In the above example where the user is looking for a function to merge a list of strings into a single string, the expanded IDCS query with the two selected thesauri would look like the following [9] :
Note that the query field where keywords are used is expanded with synonyms. More weight is given to the original terms selected by the user with the Lucene 3 boost factor, so that candidates that possess such terms are given a higher rank (in the example, merge ∧ 10). When there are multiple keywords, a conjunction is used among them, and a disjunction is used among the synonyms (e.g., merge OR unite). In this way, a candidate is matched when it contains at least one term related to each of the concepts used in the query. The type thesaurus allows for a relaxed matching of the types. In the example, List<String> is expanded with other types of lists contained within the Java API (including the alternative where the type parameter <String> is removed). In queries, antonyms are also used to filter out unwanted results that might implement the opposite of the desired function (e.g., unzip when zip is being searched) 4 [9] .
Recently we conducted an experiment that points to the general effectiveness of IDCS, especially when compared to keyword-based code search and using AQE [9] . However, that study involved only 16 auxiliary functions that might not be representative of all types of functionality contained in a large repository. In this paper we go a step further and measure the general level of IR in a large corpus that includes several types of functions implemented in more than 300,000 methods.
III. STUDY SETUP
Our goal is to investigate the level of redundancy of method interfaces inside source code repositories. In particular, we are interested in reusable methods, that is, non-trivial methods that have a more concrete interface (return a type other than void, have at least one parameter, are not abstract, and are public). We did this because trivial methods such as getters and setters would hardly be interesting from a reuse perspective.
Our main question is whether or not the interfaces of such methods repeat significantly across projects. Such a measure is an indicator of how much reuse could -or did -take place by means of referring to the methods by their interfaces. If such a redundancy level is high, as discussed before, we have evidence that approaches like IDCS can be successful. If method interfaces do repeat often, say, per project, it is also a sign that when a developer is about to write a method, it is likely that the method is already present in the repository with similar interface. As secondary investigations we wanted to profile several features of interface redundancy in a large Java repository. Such a profiling can help improve tools that target method interfaces (e.g., it can help predict or even automatically improve the successfulness of a given query). We also wanted to verify the differences between IR and classical code clone detection. Thus, in our study, we are interested in the following research questions:
In the context of large-scale Java source code repositories: Since this is an exploratory study and we are not making direct comparisons between different approaches, in this paper we do not formally define hypotheses for our experiment. Rather, we decided to discuss our results descriptively, leaving more formal comparisons for future work.
A. Repository
Recently, Fraser and Arcuri [16] argued that several novel test data generation techniques are proposed without proper empirical studies to provide evidence for their usefulness. Case studies on such a topic tend to be either small or biased toward a specific kind of software [16] . To cope with this problem, they have randomly selected 100 Java projects from SourceForge 5 in what was called a first attempt to run a statistically sound experiment in test data generation. According to them, the resulting benchmark, called SF100, is statistically sound and representative of open source projects 6 . This issue also affects the evaluation of code search techniques: many times the target repositories are not a random sample of software projects, but a specific set of projects, which can introduce bias to the study. Concerned with this problem, and to construct a manageable and unbiased code base, we used Sourcerer to index Fraser and Arcuri's repository 7 . SF100 thus forms the target repository for the experiment described in this paper. As commented before, Sourcerer stores all code metadata in a relational database. The central element of the Sourcerer's model is the entities table, which contains information about all source code elements of a given code base (e.g., classes, methods, fields). Once we had a Sourcerer database containing the SF100 metadata, we constructed the target repository to form the basis of our experiment. Table I presents the set of filters we applied to the entities table to reach the search space set of reusable method interfaces contained in SF100. The last line of the table is the result of applying all filters containing the desired interfaces for our experiment, that is, all non-abstract, public methods that contain at least one parameter and return a non-void type.
Project 075 openhre was removed from our target repository because it contained a disproportional number of source interfaces (superior than the sum of all other interfaces from the remaining 99 projects), which could bias our results. To give an idea of size of the target repository, Figure 2 shows the remaining top 16 largest projects in terms of number of interfaces from our repository. Note that openhre is an outlier as it contains 16,671 source interfaces while all others have less than 1,800 (in fact, it contains more interfaces than the sum of the interfaces of all other projects). Therefore, the search space of our experiment was formed by the 385,078 interfaces of the reusable methods found in SF100 (minus the openhre project). The search space includes all reusable methods referred to in the projects of the repository, including the ones from libraries and the Java API 8 . From the set of 385,078, we then conducted a further filtering to reach the interfaces of reusable methods that were actually developed inside the projects contained in the repository (that is, excluding the ones from libraries and the Java API). With this further filtering we reached the number of 14,547 source interfaces, which were then used to form the base queries to search the whole search space in order to measure IR 9 . It is important to note that the set of 14,547 interfaces is used to form the queries, but the search space also includes the remaining interfaces of the reusable methods in the repository. We did this to also target the situation where a developer implements a method that could be reused from a library or the Java API, instead of being written from scratch. Some projects did not have any interfaces that matched our criteria (non-trivial and actually developed in the project). Finally, the number of projects that contained at least one source interface was 92.
B. Redundancy detection method
To measure interface redundancy in our target repository, we ran searches using IDCS for each of the 14,547 source interfaces. We ran intra-project and inter-project searches, to measure the level o IR both within projects and across projects. It is also important to note that, as commented in Section II, we applied the basic WordNet and type query expansion approach to measure IR in our study. We did this because in our previous studies we showed that such a type of expansion in this context generally improves recall without hurting precision. Since we are more interested in high recall in this study, that is, if an interface ever refers to a similar method we want it to be returned by our query, we believe it makes sense to always apply the expansion. In any case, to be able to see how the expansion impacts our results, we also show results when we ran the queries without applying it (see the variations of the similarity functions defined below). The differences are discussed in Section IV.
Another important aspect related to how we measured interface similarity is parameter ordering. We decided not to take into account the order in which parameters are defined for a method when judging whether or not a pair of interfaces is similar. This means that interfaces int sum(int, float, int) and int sum(float, int, int), for instance, are regarded as similar in our experiment. We believe this is quite intuitive as the number and types of inputs received by a method are more important than the order in which they are received. However, it must be noted that only a few instances of interface pairs with different ordering of parameters were observed in our experiment (less than 1% of the total).
The metrics we used to measure IR are the following. First, for each source interface i x , we run an IDCS query in the repository to check how many times i x appears in other projects with similar interface. For each pair of candidate interfaces i x and i y , they are deemed similar (S(i x , i y ) = 1) when the following is true: (1) return types are similar (either same or compatible according to our type thesaurus [9] ), (2) method name is similar (either same or synonymous according to WordNet); and (3) number and types of parameters are the same or similar (regardless of the order in which they were 9 It is clear that library methods are much more likely to repeat across projects, that is why we decided not to include them in the set of source interfaces. If we did so, we would probably introduce bias to the experiment. Since we are more interested in code that was actually developed inside projects by the developers, and not inside libraries, the natural choice was to include only those for the searches. defined). We defined a variation of the similarity function S to check the impact of turning on and off the type and WordNet expansion. S ne refers to the similarity function when no expansion is used. For a given pair of interfaces (i x , i y ), we say that i x is the source interface and i y is the target interface. i x is redundant if the number of other interfaces similar to it in the repository is larger than one according to the similarity function used. The redundancy of a given interface i x (R(i x )) is then defined as follows -for all other i y target interfaces in the search space: We also define the number of redundant interfaces (#RI) for the whole repository according to a given similarity function:
where n is the number of source interfaces (14,547 in this study).
Moreover, in order to look at the distribution of redundancy of the target interfaces and the characteristics of the most redundant ones, we compute the number of interfaces similar to a given interface i x in the target repository (Sim(i x )). Such computation is defined as follows:
where n is the number of interfaces in the search space (385,078 in this study).
To facilitate understanding how we compare interfaces, Table II shows actual examples of pairs of interfaces and how each similarity function would classify it (as similar or non-similar).
C. Classifying redundant interface pairs
To address research question 2, we classified pairs of redundant interfaces with respect to two aspects: (1) whether the source interface reappeared in the same project or in a different project (intra-project vs inter-project redundancy), and (2) whether the source interface reappeared in code developed inside a project, and not in libraries (project-project vs project-library redundancy). Such classifications are important as they show whether possible reuse happened across or within projects, and also whether the possible reuse is from code implemented by the developers of the projects themselves or from libraries or the Java API.
Here we formally define each type of redundant interface pair. For a given pair of interfaces i x and i y :
and i x and i y are located in the same project;
and i x and i y are located in different projects; library-library redundant pairs could also be defined, but since we are more interested in pairs of interfaces for which at least one of the interfaces refers to a method implemented inside some project in the repository, we did not measure such a type of redundancy.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the extent of interface redundancy in a large open source Java repository, we applied the redundancy detection method described before to our target repository.
A. Level of interface redundancy in a large Java source code repository
To answer RQ1, we analyze results presented in Table III and Table IV , which shows our main redundancy results of our study, for all source interfaces and per project. By analyzing Table III , we can see that a large portion of the 14,547 source interfaces considered in our experiment are redundant (3,892 -26.75% -with expansion, and 3,755 -25.81% -without expansion). Even when expansion is not used, more than 25% of the interfaces repeat in the repository.
Results per project are also telling (Table IV) , as 86 out of the 92 projects (94.48%) that contain at least one source interface have at least one redundant interface. Even when we take the 99 initial projects considered in our experiment, these numbers are high: 86 out of 99 -more than 85%. Another interesting result is the average percentage of redundant interfaces from the projects with IR: 40.93%. This means that, on average, more than 30% of all the interfaces from non-trivial methods find at least one similar interface in the interfaces' search space.
With respect to research question 1, our results indicate that the level of IR in a large open source Java repository tends to be significantly high. This outcome is an evidence that approaches such as IDCS can be successful, as it shows that the chances of finding a related non-trivial method by using its interface are higher than 25% when no expansion is used. Moreover, our results also indicate that a large portion of the non-trivial methods contained in a given project have interfaces that reappear in other projects or libraries (more than 30%, on average).
B. Distribution of the different types of redundant interface pairs
In research question 2, we evaluate two types of characteristics of IR in our repository: intra-project vs inter-project IR and project-project vs project-library IR. For this research question we decided to follow a more conservative approach and present results only when not applying expansion. In this way, redundant pairs that are reported here refer only to interfaces that match exactly -same return type, same methods names, and same parameters types (regardless of the order in which they are defined).
With respect to intra-project vs inter-project IR, Table V shows results from our experiment regarding such an aspect. It can be observed that there are significant more inter-project redundant interface pairs than intra-project ones. This means that inter-project IR tends to be higher than intra-project IR. Although this is somehow expected -there is much more code outside a project than within it in a large repository -, the difference is quite telling: 300% more. This is an evidence that although projects might deal with diverse functionality there is still much commonality in terms of method interfaces. Such a result also points to the usefulness of reuse and repair approaches that rely on interface redundancy (such as IDCS), as for a given interface there might be a considerable number of candidates for reuse outside a given project in the repository.
We also measured IR with respect to project-project vs. project-library redundancy. Such a measure shows how much interfaces repeat from projects to other projects vs. from projects to libraries. It is important to note that Sourcerer considers each library a different project, so all project-library pairs are also inter-project. Table VI shows our main results for such an aspect. We can see that there is a very large number of project-library redundant interface pairs: more than 4M. This is an evidence that either many methods are being copied from libraries to projects for reuse, or developers might be missing chances to reuse methods from libraries instead of writing them from scratch. The third option is that the majority of redundant interface pairs reported here refer to methods that are not at all related in terms of functionality (i.e., implement completely different functions). This is quite improbable as the interface pairs reported here are only exact matches (i.e., no expansion is used).
Although the number of project-project redundant pairs is much lower than the project-library ones, there are still a lot of redundancy happening across projects without the involvement of libraries -almost 73,000 pairs in total and 1,000 pairs on average per project. This is an evidence that also points to the feasibility of method reuse across projects through approaches such as IDCS (as we show in results for research question 4, a significant part of these pairs do no refer to textual method clones). With respect to research question 2, our results indicate that inter-project IR is significantly higher than intra-project IR (300% more common for our target repository). Our outcomes also point out that the largest portion of IR is related to interfaces that repeat from projects to libraries. On the other hand, there is also a significant number of redundant interface pairs across projects that do not refer to libraries (almost 73,000 pairs in total and 1,000 pairs on average per project).
C. Knowledge about redundant interfaces and its impact in the improvement of software reuse
We collected information about the characteristics of redundant interfaces found in our target repository. In particular, we measured the following: (1) the most common number of parameters used in the interfaces (#param); and (2) the most common number of terms used in the method name (#mterms) 10 . Table VII shows results for metric #param while  Table VIII shows results for metric #mterms. By looking at Table VII we can see that the vast majority of redundant interfaces (92.46%) contain only one (71.08%) or two parameters (21.38%). Redundant interfaces with more parameters make up for only the remaining 7.54%. On the other hand, note that results in Table VIII shows that 90.02% of redundant interfaces have one, two, or three terms in their method names, with 34.55% of them containing two terms. Approaches that are targeted at interfaces could take advantage of such information to help improve query successfulness. To check whether such type of knowledge could indeed have an impact on code search application, we devised a simple heuristic to improve IDCS. The idea is that since most redundant interfaces possess method names with only two terms, if a user ever submits a query with three or more terms, less significant terms exceeding two might be decreasing the likelihood of returning relevant code. In order to evaluate this simple query refinement approach, we replicated a recent IDCS experiment [8, 9] implementing such an heuristic. The original experiment involved 36 subjects (24 senior Computer Science undergraduate students and 12 professional developers) who guessed interface queries for 16 target functions contained in the SF100 repository. In our modified version of IDCS, if a query ever contains more than two terms, we remove the exceeding shortest terms used by the developer. In fact, when we ran such a modified version of IDCS, there is an increase in 8% in the total number of queries that return at least one relevant function: they go from 59 to 64, so there are 5 additional queries that become successful with the heuristic (a 5.6% increase in average recall). Interestingly, no queries that were successful with the original version of IDCS become unsuccessful by the modified version. This outcome shows the potential of using the results reached in our experiment to improve approaches targeted at method interfaces.
We have also gathered other types of information from redundant and non-redundant interfaces contained in our target repository. As an example of such type of information, Table IX shows the most common return types found in the entire repository, including in library interfaces. For instance, we can see that primitive types are much more frequent than the Java API wrapper types. Also, the most common Java API type used as return type in our repository was String. This outcome also points to Java developers' common use of types in interfaces. For instance, it can be seen that there are much more generic Collection interfaces used as return types (e.g., List, Set) than concrete implementations of such interfaces (e.g., ArrayList or HashSet). Such type of information, besides being informative in itself, could also be used in the future to improve approaches that target method interfaces.
With respect to research question 3, we found several interesting properties of redundant and non-redundant interfaces in the repository. For instance, our results show that redundant interfaces tend to have few parametersone or two -and few terms in the method name (two was the most common). By using such type of information we showed that it is possible to improve a code search approach targeted at method interfaces -IDCS. In particular, a simple query refinement approach based on the method names terms information commented before significantly improved results from a previous IDCS experiment (8% improvement on the number of relevant functions returned and 5.6% improvement on average recall).
D. Interface redundancy compared to classical clone detection
In research question 4, we want to investigate the relation between IR and classical clone detection (i.e., method clone detection based on textual analysis). The main question is how much of IR is due to textual clones, and how much could be related to Type-4 clones (i.e., methods that implement analogous functions but with diverse code). In this endeavor we focused on project-project redundant pairs, as these are the interfaces that refer to actual methods implemented by developers inside projects, and not in libraries 11 .
SourcererCC is an accurate token based near-miss code clone detection tool. Given a similarity threshold, it identifies if two code blocks are clones by looking at the contents of the blocks (e.g., method body in case of methods). We set the SourcererCC similarity threshold to 80% as it gave maximum recall and precision in our earlier experiments in comparison with other tools. More details about SourcererCC and its evaluation can be found elsewhere [4] . Table X shows the clone detection results for all inter-project-project pairs. Note that we found that only 143 of the redundant pairs referred to method clones (around 0.002%), while the majority of pairs (72,722 -approximately 99.998%) did not refer to methods that had similar code. This is a very important result, as it shows that IR differs significantly from classical method clone detection. 
V. STUDY LIMITATIONS
The main limitation of our experiment is the size of our target repository, which is formed by 99 Java projects extracted from SourceForge. This might affect the generalization of our results to larger corpora. In any case we believe our results are important as a first exploratory study into IR, as it does involve a significant number of methods in its search space (more than 380,000; i.e., it can be representative of a company's local repository, for instance). On the other hand, it is unclear whether IR will change significantly when the size of the repository increases. This is because it is not obvious whether IR is relative to the number of methods contained in the repository; that is, even though there might be more modules to be redundant with respect to a given method, the number of queries will also increase with a repository with larger number of modules. Nevertheless, we intend to replicate our experiment with bigger repositories curated by our research group in the near future, to verify how IR can be affected by the repository size.
Another limitation of our study is that although we hypothesize that methods with similar interfaces should probably implement analogous functions, we do not show evidence of whether or not such a hypothesis hold. In any case, since we are using whole interfaces -return type, method name, and parameters -from non-trivial modules to deem a pair of interfaces similar, we believe it is likely that methods from matching interfaces do implement similar functions, if not completely at least partially (an initial look at some of the redundant interface pairs found in our study do point for this assertion). Nevertheless, we are currently devising an approach to verify such a hypothesis, at least to a certain extent. The idea is to gather a set of redundant interface pairs and run the referred methods by sampling their input space and verifying whether outputs are coincident. If they ever are -at least for part of the tested inputs -we have evidence that their semantics are also similar. Although such an experiment requires sophisticated techniques to enable its execution (e.g., running an arbitrary method from a given project would necessitate slicing such a piece of code with its dependencies), we believe it is possible to at least have initial evidence about the extent of semantic equivalence of methods with redundant interfaces. A similar experiment was conducted before but with arbitrary pieces of code, not necessarily methods [17] .
VI. RELATED WORK
The idea of looking at Interface Redundancy is closely related with many areas of software engineering research that have similar concepts.
Clone detection. Several techniques have been proposed for clone detection over many years. A comprehensive survey highlighting the strength and limitation of various clone detection techniques is available at [18] . These techniques differ in many dimensions ranging from the type of detection algorithm they use to the source code representation they operate on. Techniques using various representations include Tokens [19, 20] , Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) [21, 22] , Program Dependence Graphs [23, 24] , Suffix Trees [19, 25] , Text representations [26, 27] , and Hash representations [28] . Each of these different approaches have their own merits and are useful for different use cases. For example, AST based techniques have been shown to have high precision, and are useful for refactoring of clones, but they may not scale. Moreover, token based techniques have high recall but may yield clones which are not syntactically complete [29] . They are useful where high recall is important. Interface Redundancy is one of the light-weight techniques that can easily scale to thousands of projects in cases where recall is important. As a result, the findings presented in this study can be useful to the design of future clone detection tools.
Code reuse. Gabel and Su conducted a large-scale study on the uniqueness of source code in a repository of 6,000 projects [2] . They found high syntactical similarity at various levels of granularity. Similarly Mockus conducted a large-scale study of file-level reuse and found evidence of high code reuse. Jiang and Su identify functionally identical code fragments based on test executions [17] . While their goal of exploring functional similarity was similar to ours, our approach are widely different as we do not rely on test executions but only the similarity of the interface parts (return type, method name, and parameter types).
Ossher et al. [30] looked at reuse in open source Java systems using hash based file level clone detection and classified the usage scenarios into good, bad, and ugly. These scenarios included good use cases like extension of Java classes and popular third-party libraries, both large and small. All the above studies noted that exploring code reuse at a large scale as a limiting challenge. Our experience with this study suggests that Interface Redundancy, has a potential to be effectively used as a practical and inexpensive technique to identify potential reuse at a large scale.
Code search & program repair.
Recently researchers have started using code search for program repair [11, 31] . The idea is to identify a buggy chunk and then find relevant, probably correct code from large code repositories as the source for the patches. Since the success of such approach relies on how big the repository is, the search space of potential patches is thus greatly increased. Interface Redundancy can be used as a quick and cheap approach to narrow down to the potential candidates.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have conducted an exploratory study to evaluate interface redundancy (IR) in a large Java code repository. Our results point to essential findings in this topic. The main conclusions are the following: (1) the level of IR is generally high for the whole repository -above 25% of the interfaces from non-trivial methods are redundant in the repository -, and on average per project; (2) inter-project IR is much more prevalent than intra-project IR (approximately 300% more common), and redundant interfaces that involve libraries are more frequent than the ones that refer only to code from the projects themselves (although there are also several project-project pairs in the repository -around 73,000 and, on average, 1,000 per project); (3) knowledge from redundant interfaces in the repository can help improve code search application (in particular interface-driven code search); and (4) IR significantly diverges from cloning as only about 0.002% of the project-project redundant interface pairs found in our study referred to method clones.
Future work includes replicating our study with larger repositories and also devising other approaches that take advantage of the IR knowledge of the target code corpus.
